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Executive Summary
Introduction
Te Taumata Toi‐a‐Iwi has collaborated with Auckland Council to complete research that seeks to map the funding ecosystem for Ngā Toi in the Auckland region, to
help build understanding about:
●

What outcomes are currently being sought and prioritised by investors in Ngā Toi

●

Funding issues/challenges that may require shared attention in order to address gaps within the investment ecosystem

●

Potential connections and areas of shared priority that may provide a platform for collaboration between funders and a more connected sector investment
ecosystem.

The information in this report has been collated through mixed method research, including key informative interviews, online and sector surveys, desktop research
and the inclusion of detailed data supplied by Auckland Council and Creative New Zealand outlining their investment into Ngā Toi. The emerging impact of COVID19 on the investment ecosystem is also considered where possible.
This report includes:
●

An investment continuum that highlights the overall shape of the investment ecosystem – including broad funders, specialist funders of Ngā Toi, and
funders who have a partial focus or investment strategy that includes some prioritisation of Ngā Toi

●

An analysis of the investments provided by key funders of Ngā Toi – where possible detailing their specific investment into Auckland

●

Key sources of funding for creatives and creative organisations, as identified by respondents who participated in a Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi online sector
survey

●

An analysis of the key outcomes being supported by funders through their investments in Ngā Toi

●

Funding gaps and challenges as identified through key informant interviews with funders.

The executive summary also presents key considerations and opportunities that can be identified from the overall findings of this research.
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Overview of investment ecosystem
●

Auckland Council and Council Controlled Organisations (CCOs), the Ministry for Culture and Heritage, and Crown entities NZ on Air, NZ Film Commission,
Creative New Zealand and NZ Music Commission provide the most visible and significant investment into Ngā Toi in the region. Collectively, these funders
invest approximately $281m into the Auckland region per annum 1.

●

Further investment into Ngā Toi is provided by an ecosystem of Ngā Toi specialist and inclusive funders, as well as broad community funders who invest in
Ngā Toi as one of several sectors that they support. There are relatively few specialist funders; and regional creative practitioners and organisations
identify a strong reliance on those that are specialist and that operate in the Auckland region.

●

Auckland Council invests in Ngā Toi through Council departments, Local Boards and CCOs. Its investment is guided by its Arts and Culture Strategic
Action Plan, Toi Whītiki, which outlines key outcome areas that include access and participation; valuing and investing in arts and culture; a vibrant network
of organisations and facilities; place-making through arts and culture; Auckland cultural identity and a flourishing regional creative economy.
In the financial year 2018/19, Council provided approximately $180.8m of investment into Ngā Toi in Auckland. This includes a total of $17m capital
investment and $163.8m operational investment. Council investment is comprised of:
○

$158.8m of capital and operational invested through:
-

Council departments (Arts, Culture and Events, Public Art, City Centre Activation, Community Empowerment Unit and Libraries)

-

Grants programmes (Regional Arts and Culture Grants Programmes, Local Board Grants)

-

Investment in major cultural institutions (Auckland War Memorial Museum and Museum of Transport and Technology) – some of which is
distributed by the Auckland Regional Amenities Funding Board (to Auckland Theatre Company, NZ Opera, Auckland Arts Festival and the
Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra).

○

$22m of operational investment through CCOs – Auckland Tourism, Events and Economic Development (ATEED), Regional Facilities Auckland
(RFA)2 and Panuku Development.

1

This figure includes regionally specific data for Auckland Council and its CCOs ($180.8m in 2018/19) and Creative New Zealand ($19.8m in 2019/20); and apportioned national data for the Ministry for
Culture and Heritage ($11m in 2019/20), NZ on Air ($49m in 2019/20), NZ Film Commission ($20m in 2019/20). National data has been apportioned to 33% on a population basis to provide the
approximate regional total. Other funders are not included in this figure.
2

Note that RFA receives further funding from Auckland Council which may have further benefit to the Ngā Toi sector, as well as other sectors. This has not been included in the figure stated as it has not
been quantified exactly.
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●

Creative New Zealand (CNZ) receives funding from the Ministry for Culture and Heritage and the Lottery Grants Board, which it invests in Ngā Toi through
a wide range of funding programmes – including two major investment programmes Toi Tōtara Haemata (Arts Leadership) and Toi Uru Kahikatea (Arts
Development). CNZ’s investment is centred on outcome areas that include stronger arts (high quality art and international success); greater public
engagement with the arts (participation and experience); and a stronger arts sector (sector resilience and society’s valuing of the arts).
Across the 2018/19, 2019/20 and 2020/21 (quarter one) financial years, a total of $45.2m has been invested into the Auckland region via 1,719 grants :
○

In the financial year 2018/19, $12.9m funding was invested into initiatives in the Auckland region across 224 grants – which represents 27% of the
total national investment.

○

In the financial year 2019/20, CNZ’s funding to initiatives in the Auckland region increased to $19.8m across 1,441 grants – representing 28% of
CNZ’s national investment.

○

In the first quarter of the 2020/21 financial year to date (July – September 2020), CNZ had already invested into Auckland two thirds of the funds of
the funds distributed in the previous financial year – $12.5m.

●

It should be noted that the response to COVID-19 has had an influence on the nature of CNZ funding during the latter part of the 19/20 financial year, with
$8.8m of the total funding distributed to activities in Auckland for COVID-19 relief (Arts Continuity Grants , COVID-19 Emergency Relief Grants and ShortTerm Relief for Investment Clients). In the current financial year 20/21, CNZ’s funding from the Ministry for Culture and Heritage almost tripled to $46.7m
(from $16.7m in 19/20). This one-off budget boost of $25m is part of the Ministry’s new Arts and Culture COVID-19 Recovery Programme (see further
below) (MCH, 2020b).

●

The Ministry for Culture and Heritage (MCH) provides funding to Ngā Toi through investment in Crown entities. Some of the funding provided by MCH to
these entities is distributed as grant funding. Other Crown entities are funded by MCH directly to deliver Ngā Toi activities.
During the financial year 2019/20, the Ministry for Culture and Heritage administered $174m of funding through Crown entities with a funding administration
role (Creative NZ, NZ Music Commission, NZ Film Commission, NZ on Air). This will rise to a budgeted $244m in the financial year 2020/21, as additional
funding was made available from central government for the COVID-19 response.
In response to COVID-19 the Ministry for Culture and Heritage has released the Recovery Arts and Culture COVID-10 Recovery Programme, which
includes $150million (over 3 years) that will be administered directly by MCH across three newly developed funds. The Recovery Programme also includes
additional funding to Crown entities funded by MCH, including a further $25million to Creative New Zealand.
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Summary of other key findings
●

Broad funders typically invest in Ngā Toi ‘accidentally’ – either because of the general and non-sector specific nature of their funding, or due to their interest
in supporting broad community wellbeing. There is potentially more limited understanding or valuing of the unique role that Ngā Toi plays in supporting
community wellbeing outcomes. This may put Ngā Toi at risk of year-to-year divestment by broad funders as other community needs arise – e.g., the
emergency social needs that have arisen through COVID-19.

●

There are significant challenges in accurately mapping investment into Ngā Toi at both a national and regional level. There is inconsistency in relation to
what data is collected by funders about their investments, how this data is coded, and how financial information about investment levels is published and
made visible. Central government funding is particularly difficult to track as it is often passed through Ministries to Crown entities which have dual roles as
grant funding administrators and as delivery leads of programmatic activity.

●

Transparency around the extent of broad philanthropic funding being invested into Ngā Toi is particularly challenging as too is the extent of corporate
sponsorship and private donations and the level of unfunded and unpaid activity or time given in kind by volunteers. There may also be other avenues of
investment into Ngā Toi that are less visible and were not encountered during the course of this research (e.g., health or education funding). Information
about these types of investment may be more practically obtained from the sector recipients directly.

●

Across the investment ecosystem, there are a number of key outcome areas that appear to be of shared interest to multiple funders – including wellbeing,
development of cultural identity, economic development and employment, access to and participation in Ngā Toi, and sector capacity development. The
nature of the outcomes prioritised by funders is typically related to the type of investor they are i.e., government or philanthropic, regional or national.

●

However, it is clear that funding appears to be fragmented i.e., there is no collective vision for the regional impact desired from investment into Ngā Toi, and
limited evidence of co-investment or funder collaboration. The lack of a collective regional investment strategy is also an issue for smaller investors that are
looking for strategic guidance and leadership to align with.

●

Most funding (in terms of grant volume) is distributed in the form of contestable grants that are typically short-term and project-based in nature, creating
issues with competition for resourcing and a lack of financial sustainability. Larger grants and/or long-term funding are typically provided through noncontestable mechanisms to larger organisations and institutions (e.g., CNZ investment clients and Auckland Council funding to major museums and cultural
institutions). This funding is potentially less accessible to some segments of the Ngā Toi sector. These factors create challenges for practitioners and
organisations when navigating the funding ecosystem and trying to access funding equitably. Māori, Moana Oceania and other diverse creative
communities, as well as emerging artists, are perceived by interviewed funders as facing the most barriers to accessing investment. Some funders have
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specific priorities or strategies intended to increase funding to these communities; it may take further time for the impact of these strategies to be identifiable
in investment data.
●

COVID-19 has had and will continue to have a significant impact on the Ngā Toi investment ecosystem by changing available budgets and creating new
funding priorities related to recovery and sustainability.
○

New central government COVID-response funding will provide a short-term injection of investment to the sector nationally; but in some instances,
will prioritise investment outside of the main centres including Auckland. The long-term implications of the withdrawal of this funding in two-to-three
years’ time are yet to be fully considered.

○

The Auckland Council Emergency Budget has led to some reduction in the level of investment into arts and cultural programming and events,
which may have a flow-on impact in terms of resourcing available to the Ngā Toi sector. For example, the Emergency Budget references a $1.07m
reduction in funding to programmes in community centres, arts facilities and libraries; and a 70% reduction in public art spending (Auckland
Council, 2020).

●

In this changing funding environment, there is significant potential for those that are already experiencing difficulty in accessing funding to face ongoing
barriers to access.

Key opportunities
●

Based on the findings in this report, there are a number of opportunities to strengthen the Ngā Toi investment ecosystem in Auckland, including:
○

Opportunity for funders to place greater emphasis on monitoring and evaluation, to provide better clarity and visibility across the funding
ecosystem, and to support greater impact from investments. Key first steps would be for funders to monitor and evaluate:
-

who is accessing their funding, and who may be missing out

-

their experience of accessing funding and managing these funding relationships

-

who is benefiting from funding, or may be missing out (who, where and what sectors within Ngā Toi)

-

how funds are being used – with a stronger focus on outcomes

-

where there might be opportunities to strengthen funding practices and/or explore more collaborative investment.
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○

Opportunity for funders to develop a regional investment strategy for Ngā Toi, responding to regional priorities and maximising impact across
shared outcome areas of interest. This may be led by funders of scale and with significant regional presence.

○

Opportunity for strategic and collaborative efforts to address funding gaps and inequity of access to funding – with a focus on increasing
investment transparency and visibility and strengthening engagement with communities or sectors currently experiencing barriers to access. Such
efforts could form a key pou within any regional investment strategy.

○

Opportunity for engagement with broad funders by specialist funders to increase understanding of the value of investing in Ngā Toi and
potentially influence them to be more intentional with and/or extend the scope of their investment.

●

There is potential to further iterate this research as new COVID-response and subsequently post-COVID investment streams are announced, as
these have significant potential to change the overall shape and scale of the Ngā Toi investment ecosystem in Auckland. There is also potential to address
gaps in this research through further sector engagement.
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1. About this research
Purpose
Te Taumata Toi‐a‐Iwi is Auckland’s arts regional trust, which seeks to contribute to the development of the arts and culture ecosystem that makes Tāmaki
Makaurau ‘a city alive with creativity’.
Te Taumata Toi‐a‐Iwi has collaborated with Auckland Council to complete research that seeks to map the funding ecosystem for Ngā Toi in the Auckland region.
The purpose of this research is to:
●

Understand what outcomes are currently being sought and prioritised by investors in Ngā Toi

●

Identify potential connections and areas of shared priority that may provide a platform for collaboration between funders and a more connected sector
investment strategy based on shared priorities and outcomes

●

Identify funding issues/challenges in order to inform efforts to address gaps within the investment ecosystem.

Defining ‘Ngā Toi’
This research is focused on mapping investment into what would have traditionally been described as the ‘arts’ or ‘arts and culture’ sector. Increasingly, the way
that this sector is described and defined is being re‐thought and re‐languaged in order to more accurately reflect the way that ‘art’ is understood and valued by the
diverse communities of Tāmaki Makaurau.
Throughout this report, the term ‘Ngā Toi’ is used to encompass culture, creativity and art; and to better reflect the way that art, creativity, language and cultural
knowledge are understood as an integrated whole that isn’t always captured by the more Western framing of ‘art’.
This framing acknowledges that Ngā Toi is vital to the wellbeing of individuals, whānau and communities. Ngā Toi is an integral part of our nation’s culture and
identity and encompasses artists, film makers, photographers, composers, writers, actors, dancers, weavers, singers, carvers, performers and other creators that
feed our spirits.
It is acknowledged that funders may define or categorise the sectors or activities that they fund in different ways; particularly broad funders that do not have an
exclusive focus on Ngā Toi as well as larger funders that invest in heritage alongside arts and culture. Heritage is a challenging sector to define as it may include
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cultural heritage and/or built or natural heritage. Within the scope of this review, cultural heritage has been included in the definition of Ngā Toi, and investment into
built or natural heritage has been excluded where it could be distinguished.
Funders that participated in this research were briefed on the above definition of ‘Ngā Toi’ and asked to include in their mapping of investments any funding that
they had not internally categorised as ‘arts’ funding, but that could be understood as investment into Ngā Toi based on the definition used in this research.

Process and data
The information included in this report has been collated through mixed method research, as summarised in the table below.
Method

Process and data

Key informant interviews

A total of 16 semi-structured key informant interviews were conducted with a cross section of funders – including family foundations,
community trusts, iwi, central government and Crown agencies.
Interview participants were asked a series of questions about their funding streams, funding priorities, intended outcomes and
general perceptions about potential funding gaps in relation to Ngā Toi in Auckland.
Participants were also asked to provide data to provide a more detailed breakdown of their investment into Ngā Toi in Auckland over
the last two financial years.

Online survey and

An online survey was developed and promoted by Philanthropy New Zealand to its membership base. A total of seven surveys were

requests for information

completed. In addition, direct written requests for information were made to relevant funders that had not completed a survey or

to relevant funders

interview. A total of 15 requests were made, and three replies received. This includes a detailed data request supplied by Creative
New Zealand.
As with the key informant interviews, the survey and information requests sought information about total funding quantum to Ngā Toi
in Auckland, available funding streams, funding priorities, intended outcomes and perceived funding gaps in relation to Ngā Toi in
Auckland.
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Method

Process and data

Sector survey

An online sector survey was developed by Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi to understand the ongoing impacts of COVID-19 on Ngā Toi
organisations and creatives. This survey was a follow-up to an initial impact survey completed in April 2020.
As part of this research, a series of additional questions were included in the survey to map the region’s Ngā Toi funding streams
from the sector’s perspective. The survey received a total of 146 responses.

Desktop research

Desk-based research was completed to identify additional funders operating in Auckland and to collate any relevant data or
information about their potential investment into Ngā Toi. Research included a scan of funder websites, annual reports and annual
accounts as available.

Auckland Council data

This research has been completed in partnership with Culture and Diversity Policy staff within Auckland Council’s Community and
Social Policy Department.
Council staff completed an internal current state analysis of investment into arts and culture across the Council family (including
Council Controlled Organisations [CCOs] excluding Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi). Data for this analysis was collated through key informant
interviews and financial information surveys completed by Council Team and/or CCO managers.
Analysis of findings gathered by Auckland Council’s internal mapping of investment into Ngā Toi across departments and CCOs has
been integrated into this research report.

Data limitations
This mapping work sought to collate financial data alongside information about investors’ priorities, intended outcomes and general perceptions about the current
state of the Ngā Toi investment ecosystem.
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There were a number of challenges in collating accurate information due to inconsistent data collection by funders. Funders that have an investment focus that is
broader than Ngā Toi were typically less clear about how much was being invested into Ngā Toi, and what outcomes are being sought. For these funders, most
investment into Ngā Toi could be described as ‘accidental’ i.e., is awarded to creative organisations/projects but is invested in pursuit of community outcomes that
aren’t specific to Ngā Toi.
Accurate financial information was difficult to obtain across all funders, as many organisations do not track and/or publish their investment data by region or by
sector, activity or outcome type. This makes it difficult to accurately map and quantify the total level of investment going into Ngā Toi in Auckland. This research was
also unable to map investment from less ‘mainstream’ or visible sources of funding for Ngā Toi due to a lack of readily available information. Key examples of
potential funding sources that are less visible in this research include:
●

Corporate sponsorship provided directly to Ngā Toi organisations and practitioners

●

Private donations or bequests made by individuals directly to Ngā Toi organisations and practitioners

●

Other central government sources of funding that do not have an easily identifiable Ngā Toi focus, but that may be accessed by Ngā Toi organisations and
practitioners for relevant initiatives e.g., health funding, education funding.

As some funders have a national focus it was not always possible to identify financial information about the specific investment going into the Auckland region.
When financial information is included in this report it refers to the most recently published figures (the 2018/19 financial year and/or the 2019/20 financial year).

COVID-19
Research for this report was undertaken during August–November 2020. During this time, COVID-19 in New Zealand had a significant impact on the shape of the
region’s Ngā Toi investment ecosystem, available resourcing and future priorities. These impacts include:
●

Significant loss of income across the Ngā Toi sector caused by e.g., event cancellations, venue closures and limited audiences; with ongoing uncertainty
affecting future planning and business models

●

The emergence of the Government’s Wage Subsidy scheme as a vital short-term source of income across the sector

●

The roll-out of Creative New Zealand’s Emergency Relief Fund designed to further mitigate loss of income experienced by Ngā Toi organisations and
practitioners

●

The short-term redirection of philanthropic funding for COVID emergency response activities (e.g., food, shelter, social services), potentially reducing the
level of investment that was available for Ngā Toi during 2020
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●

Potential reduction of corporate sponsorship funding in a more restricted economic environment

●

Challenges for Ngā Toi practitioners and organisation in maintaining typical levels of direct fundraising due to a more restricted economic environment and
greater competition for funds caused by rising social needs

●

Some evidence from key informant interviews that Ngā Toi investors, particularly private donors, have increased investment levels in the short-term to help
mitigate the impacts of COVID on the sector

●

The Auckland Council Emergency Budget and associated funding cuts that will impact the Ngā Toi sector

●

Announcements from central government – including the Ministry for Culture and Heritage – about new COVID recovery funding to be made available from
late 2020/early 2021, with a strong focus on economic recovery

●

Sector feedback (via surveys) about the importance of ensuring future Ngā Toi funding streams respond to long-term sector needs.

Where possible, this investment map seeks to capture the ‘status quo’ (pre-COVID) investment picture for Ngā Toi, as well as highlighting some new sources of
Ngā Toi funding developed as a result of COVID and/or known shifts in investment focus at time of writing. As new funding streams and priorities roll out during
2021, this may have further impacts on the shape of the Ngā Toi investment ecosystem in Auckland that require updated mapping in the future.

2. Investment map
Ngā Toi funders - a continuum
This research identified a range of funders that are investing in the Auckland region, including:
●

Central government and associated Crown agencies

●

Local government and associated Council Controlled Organisations (CCOs) with an investment budget

●

Philanthropic funders including family foundations, community trusts, community foundations and trustee companies; as well as individual private donors

●

Corporates investing through corporate foundations or corporate sponsorship

●

Iwi
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Some of these investors have an Auckland regional focus, whilst others have a national focus that may or may not include specific regional priorities for Auckland.
Many of these funders are investing in Ngā Toi both directly or indirectly i.e., with varying degrees of intentionality in terms of their strategic intent to support Ngā
Toi and the range of outcomes that it offers as a sector. This relative intentionality or focus is described as a continuum in the diagram below:

A range of key funders are mapped against this continuum in the second diagram below, to show the overall shape of the funding ecosystem for Ngā Toi. Further
detail about these (and other) funders is provided in the Appendix.
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Key funder: Auckland Council
Auckland Council’s investment into Ngā Toi is provided via Council departments, Local Boards and Council Controlled Organisations (CCOs). Council describes its
investments and activities in relation to “arts”, which it defines as “all forms of human creative skill, imagination and interpretive expression, and their various
branches including performing arts, visual arts, screen and digital arts, literary arts, and cultural heritage collections”; and “culture”, which it defines as “the values,
ideas, customs, attitudes, social behaviours and physical artefacts of a particular people or society, e.g., gaming culture”. These definitions are noted as excluding
“sports and recreation, or built and natural heritage” (Auckland Council, 2015, p.6). Data provided by Auckland Council about its investment includes funding for
libraries.
Council’s investment into Ngā Toi is guided by the Arts and Culture Strategic Action Plan, Toi Whītiki, which was developed through research and public and sector
consultation. Toi Whītiki was designed in alignment with the Council’s Auckland Plan 2015–2025, Local Board Plans and Māori Plan; and was adopted in 2015. Toi
Whītiki identifies the role of the Auckland Council family as supporting arts and culture through:
●

Strategy and policy

●

Facilities (local and regional)

●

Programming and events

●

Investment and funding

●

Regulatory and operative frameworks

●

Facilitation

●

Advocacy.

Data provided by Auckland Council for this research enabled detailed analysis of their investment into Ngā Toi in the Auckland region, by department/CCO and by
Toi Whītiki outcome area. The data covers the financial year 2018/19 and therefore represents investment trends prior to the impacts of COVID-19. Budget for
2020/21 is also included to highlight budgetary changes anticipated as a result of COVID-19 and the Auckland Council Emergency Budget (see more on p.7)
The table below provides a summary of Council and CCO investment. This includes approximately $180.8m of investment, including $17m capital investment and
$163.8m of operational investment. Council investment is comprised of:
●

$158.8m of capital and operational invested through:
○

Council departments (Arts, Culture and Events, Public Art, City Centre Activation, Community Empowerment Unit and Libraries)
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○

Grants programmes (Regional Arts and Culture Grants Programmes, Local Board Grants)

○

Investment in major cultural institutions (Auckland War Memorial Museum and Museum of Transport and Technology) – some of which is
distributed by the Auckland Regional Amenities Funding Board (to Auckland Theatre Company, NZ Opera, Auckland Arts Festival and the
Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra).

●

$22m of operational investment through CCOs – Auckland Tourism, Events and Economic Development (ATEED), Regional Facilities Auckland (RFA)3 and
Panuku Development.

Council Unit/CCO
Arts, Culture &
Events Division

Investment focus / key activities

Investment 2018/19

Estimated budget 2020/21

Arts programming
Arts advisory through funded arts partners
Arts & Culture Facilities - Council investment in Lopdell House, To Oro,
OMAC, Franklin Arts Centre, Hawkins Theatre, Mangere Arts Centre,
Nathan Homestead, Studio One, Papakura Art Gallery and Fresh
Gallery Otara
Maintenance of arts facilities and the public art collection
Mentoring to individual artists (8 Council staff)
3 Local Board arts advisors

$17.1m*

$12.6m

●
●
●
●
●

Plans, commissions and delivers public art (temporary and permanent)
Public art collection maintenance and management
Provision of expert advice
Mana whenua engagement
Work with Auckland Transport to integrate art into large infrastructure
projects

$3.4m*

●
●
●

Enhancement of the city centre environs
Experiences and events
Artist development and capacity building, including future focus on

$0.5m*

●
●
●

●
●
●
Public Art Team

City Centre
Activation
Programme

*figure includes staff and
depreciation but excludes
capex

$1.0m

*figure excludes
operational expenditure

$0.5m

*figure includes investment

3

Note that RFA receives further funding from Auckland Council which may have further benefit to the Ngā Toi sector, as well as other sectors. This has not been included in the figure stated as it has not
been quantified exactly – see table for further information.
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Council Unit/CCO

Investment focus / key activities
●

Investment 2018/19

support with COVID recovery
Support for mana whenua, mataawaka creative communities and artists
from underrepresented communities

in Ngā Toi only

Estimated budget 2020/21

Community
Empowerment Unit

●
●
●
●
●

Connect community leaders, groups and resources
Build community tools, skills and capabilities
Support communities to design and run community events
Work alongside communities, young people and Local Boards
Provide specialist advice on how art could be integrated into
placemaking and community development opportunities/plans.

$0.3m*

Regional Arts and
Culture Grants
Programme

●

Contestable grants programme providing three types of grants to arts
and culture organisations
Strategic Relationship Grants provide multi-year funding for key
organisations to assist with their operating costs
Audience Development Grants support initiatives that offer audiences a
wide range of arts and culture opportunities
Business Capacity Grants support artist capacity and business
development
Provides funding advice and helps to build connections between artists
and organisations

$1.1m*

Local grants programme operated by 20 of 21 Local Boards in the region
Each Local Board sets its own grants policies within the parameters of
the programme – which has six activity areas including arts and culture
Arts and culture advisors assess relevant applications to the programme
and use Toi Whītiki to help inform their decisions
Council Arts Brokers act as specialist advisors to Local Boards. Brokers
often provide funding advice when a Local Board is unable to fund an
initiative

$0.5m*

$tbc*

*figure represents grants
aligned to arts and culture,
totalling approximately 9%
of the overall spend
($5.4m)

*the Local Board Grants
Programme budget is confirmed
at $5.5m; approved arts and
culture investment tbc

●
●
●
●

Local Board Grants
Programme

●
●
●
●

$0.2m

*figure includes combined
funding as allocated via
Local Boards’ Locally
Driven Initiatives Budget

$0.9m

*figure includes $0.35m of
grants previously
committed as multi-year
Strategic Relationship
Grants
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Council Unit/CCO
Auckland Council
Libraries

Investment focus / key activities
●
●
●
●
●
●

Major Cultural
Institutions and
Auckland Regional
Amenities Funding
Board (ARAF)*

●
●

*Administered through
CCO Governance &
External Partnerships

Auckland Tourism,
Events and Economic
Development
(ATEED)*
*Now merged with RFA to
form Auckland Unlimited

●
●
●
●
●
●

Investment 2018/19

Estimated budget 2020/21

Operates 55 libraries across the region
Book lending
Venues for arts and culture events including cultural festivals, hosting
writers talks, music performances and art exhibitions
Work with local artists, authors, craftspeople, and musicians providing
opportunities for them to showcase their work
Venues for classes and workshops
Manages cultural heritage collections including historic records, music,
oral history and Māori and Pacific collections

$65.6m opex

$73.4m opex

$13.6m capex

$9.9m capex

CCO Governance & External Partnerships manages the relationship
between Council and its CCOs
Ngā Toi investment 2018/19 included funding to:
○
Auckland War Memorial Museum ($31.5m)
○
Museum of Transport and Technology (MOTAT) ($15m)
○
Auckland Regional Amenities Funding Board ($10m) –
distributed to:
- Auckland Arts Festival Trust ($3.8m)
- Auckland Theatre Company ($1.8m)
- Auckland Philharmonia Trust ($3.3m)
- NZ Opera ($1.1m)

$56.5m

$58.8m

CCO responsible for creative sector economic development
Major arts and cultural festivals
Development of creative precincts and spaces
Screen programmes
Attracting international productions and issuing production permits
Skills and talent pipeline development

$7.6m*

$tbc*

*figures and information
related to ATEED only

*Note that Auckland Unlimited
generates external commercial
revenue which is likely to
continue being impacted by
COVID-19

Auckland War Memorial
Museum ($32.3m)
MOTAT ($15.5m)
Auckland Regional Amenities
Funding Board ($11m):
● Auckland Arts Festival
Trust ($4m)
● Auckland Theatre
Company ($1.9m)
● Auckland Philharmonia
Trust ($3.9m)
● NZ Opera ($1.2m)
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Council Unit/CCO
Regional Facilities
Auckland (RFA)*
*Now merged with
ATEED to form Auckland
Unlimited

Investment focus / key activities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Panuku Development
Auckland

●
●
●
●
●
●

Investment 2018/19

Estimated budget 2020/21

CCO responsible for regional arts, environment, sport, and events
Manages and operates 13 landmark venues and 16,000 artworks
(includes public art works and Auckland Art Gallery collection)
Delivers a programme of exhibitions, performances and events
Provides free and subsidised community use of venues
Provides free access to RFA content through the Aotea Square digital
stage
Partners with smaller organisations in the sector to provide advice and
content
Auckland Unlimited (RFA) generates external commercial revenue and
receives funding from Auckland Council.
$38.3m of operational funding was provided by Auckland Council to RFA
in 2018/19; of which $13.4m is specifically identifiable as investment into
Ngā Toi:
○
Auckland Art Gallery Toi ō Tamaki ($8.4m)
○
NZ Maritime Museum ($1.9m)
○
Auckland Live ($3.1m)
The remainder of the $38.3m funding may also benefit Ngā Toi, but this
is difficult to quantify exactly and has been excluded from the total.
Similarly – $93.9m capital expenditure by RFA can be identified in
2018/19; some of which may benefit Ngā Toi, but this is difficult to
quantify exactly and has been excluded from the total.

$13.4m

$tbc*

CCO responsible for urban regeneration in Auckland, through
management of council’s commercial properties and spaces
Arts and culture investment and activity is primarily delivered through
Panuku Development’s Placemaking Team
Ensures public art is incorporated into town centre regeneration
Curates regular arts and culture experiences for Aucklanders in public
places (e.g., Silo Park)
Provides mentoring and capacity building of artists
Commissions art from local artists through Council Art Brokers

$1.2m*

*Note that Auckland Unlimited
generates external commercial
revenue which is likely to
continue being impacted by
COVID-19

$0.8m

*figure represents
Placemaking Team’s art
and culture investment
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The diagram below provides a visual summary of Council investments into Ngā Toi in the financial year 2018/19.
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The diagram below provides a visual summary of Council investments into Ngā Toi in the financial year 2018/19 – this time with libraries investment excluded to
enable more detailed scale comparison across the other investment areas.
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The diagram below provides a visual summary of CCO investments into Ngā Toi in the financial year 2018/19:
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Toi Whītiki identifies six outcome areas – each with key objectives – that Council intends to achieve through its investments into Ngā Toi and other direct activity.
These outcome areas are summarised in the diagram below. The diagram also highlights how each Council department and CCO aligns with and contributes to
each of these outcome areas. There is most consistent alignment with outcomes related to cultural identity (“Aucklanders celebrates a unique cultural identity”) and
access and participation in Ngā Toi (“All Aucklanders can access and participate in arts and culture”).
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Key funder: Creative New Zealand
Creative New Zealand (Arts Council of New Zealand Toi Aotearoa) is a Crown entity that acts as the national arts development agency. Creative New Zealand
(CNZ) is funded by the Government via the Ministry for Culture and Heritage and the Lottery Grants Board.
CNZ’s purpose is “to encourage, promote and support the arts in New Zealand for the benefit of all New Zealanders” (CNZ, n.d.); which it does through a set of
deliverables, namely developing the arts, advocating for the arts, leadership in the arts and investing in the arts. CNZ’s work also is guided by a number of key
strategies and policies – including its Investment Strategy, Te Hā o Ngā Toi Māori Arts Strategy, Pacific Arts Strategy Advocacy Strategy and Diversity in the Arts
Policy.
CNZ identifies six strategic outcome areas for its work, including its investment activity:
●

●

●

Stronger arts:
○

High-quality New Zealand art is developed

○

New Zealand arts gain international success.

Greater public engagement with the arts:
○

New Zealanders participate in the arts

○

New Zealanders experience high-quality arts.

Stronger arts sector:
○

New Zealand’s arts sector is resilient

○

New Zealand arts are valued and supported.

CNZ further identifies that delivering to these outcomes helps create the following “value for New Zealanders” (i.e., long-term impact):
●

Engagement in the arts improves the lives of New Zealanders

●

Distinctive and dynamic New Zealand arts that reflect the diversity of who we are and grow our reputation as a creative nation

●

Engagement in the arts strengthens whānau, communities and society

●

The arts sector contributes to prosperous and resilient communities (CNZ, 2019).
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CNZ administers a wide range of funds – each with a different focus and scale, and with different eligibility criteria, policies and processes. The majority of funding
is distributed through CNZ’s major investment client programmes – Toi Tōtara Haemata and Toi Uru Kahikatea. The two programmes provide multi-year funding
(two to six years) to artists, arts practitioners and arts organisations to support continuous programmes of activity and ongoing infrastructure. The focus of these
funding programmes is strongly aligned to CNZ’s Investment Strategy Te Ara Whakamua 2018-2023 (CNZ, 2018), which identifies three investment focus areas or
features (see table below). Investment clients are further able to access funds and other support focused on capability development and international initiatives.

Diversity and Reach

Dynamic arts

Resilient arts sector

Maintain and develop:

Maintain and develop:

Maintain and develop:

● Investment in a range of arts practices
reflecting New Zealand’s growing diversity

● Investment that supports innovation in New
Zealand arts practice

● Investment that ensures communities across
New Zealand can participate in and experience
the arts, and investment that engages with
under-represented communities

● Investment in the development of New Zealand
arts, in New Zealand and internationally

● Investment that engages with new audiences,
in New Zealand and internationally

● Investment that supports capability and
capacity building in organisations and the arts
sector for long-term benefit, including new
ways of working and new models of value
creation that drive resilience
● Investment that demonstrates relevance to
current and changing communities

● Investment in the delivery of art through digital
channels in order to increase arts participation
and audience size
● Investment aligned with international
opportunities that expand arts practices and
demand for New Zealand arts
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Data provided by CNZ for this research enabled detailed analysis of funding awarded to initiatives delivered in the Auckland region 4, referenced by CNZ funding
programme, art form and outcome area.
•

In the financial year 2018/19, $12.9m funding was invested into initiatives in the Auckland region across 224 grants – which represents 27% of the total
national investment.

•

In the financial year 2019/20, CNZ’s funding to initiatives in the Auckland region increased to $19.8m across 1,441 grants – representing 28% of CNZ’s
national investment 5. This increase in funding is due to the Emergency Relief funding of just under $4.5m to practitioners/organisations based in the
Auckland region.

•

In the first quarter of the 2020/21 financial year to date (July – September 2020), CNZ had already invested into Auckland two thirds of the funds of the
funds distributed in the previous financial year – $12.5m.

4
Grants relates to activities delivered in the Auckland region. Applicants may or may not be physically based in the region and as such figures included in this section do not include funding for initiatives
that have other regions of benefit but that may be delivered by Auckland-based artists/organisations
5

Note that CNZ funding is not provided on a regional basis and the amount distributed to Auckland each year may vary dependent on a range of other factors
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Across the 2018/19, 2019/20 and 2020/21 (quarter one) financial years, a total of $45.2m has been invested into the Auckland region via 1,7196 grants. The
diagrams and table below shows how this funding was distributed in Auckland by funding programme, by financial year. Some programmes have been clustered –
particularly the investment client programmes and other smaller funds where the total distributed each year is under $100,000.

6

This figure does not include the number of grants made through the Creative Communities Scheme
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Funding programme

Purpose

Toi Tōtara Haemata

Investment client programme provides 2-6 years funding for outcomes in the CNZ
investment strategy (to achieve: diversity and reach, dynamic arts, and a resilient
arts sector)

2018/19

2019/20

$5.7m

$5.3m

2020/21

(1Q only)

$6.6m
(Investment Client
Funding is for the
full year)

Includes:

Toi Uru Kahikatea

Core programme; Contract Extensions; Partnership Incentive Fund; Innovation Fund

$2.4m

$3.3m

$3m
(Investment Client
Funding is for the
full year)

Key other investment
client funds
Arts Continuity Grants

$0.15m

$0.04m

$3.4m

$1.3m

$4.5m

$0.01m

$1m

$1m

$1.3m

$2.6m

$1.8m

$0.3m

Support for short-term arts projects, or the stages of a project, that can be
delivered within a changed and evolving environment as a result of COVID-19
Equivalent of arts grants but focused on COVID-19 relief – producing work under
COVID circumstances

COVID-19 Emergency
Relief Grants

A contribution toward loss of income for eligible artists and arts practitioners, who
may be part of arts organisations (including groups and collectives), who were
experiencing devastating loss of income and opportunity and an uncertain future,
and who had received the Government’s COVID-19 Wage Subsidy

Creative Communities
Scheme

Funding to city and district councils to support local arts projects.

Arts Grants

Short-term project funding for New Zealand artists, arts practitioners and arts
organisations (including groups and collectives) to enable more sustainable
careers, encourage innovation and the development of arts practice, and provide
opportunities for diverse communities to access the arts. This includes quick
response grants.
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Funding programme

Purpose

Toi Rangatahi Funds

2018/19

2019/20

Includes Leadership fund, Engagement fund and Participation fund. Supports arts
projects for young people aged 15-25 in under-represented communities

$0.3m

$0.01m

Auckland Diversity
Project

Supports projects that increase arts attendance and participation by Māori, Pacific
and Asian communities in the Auckland Region. It also supports art projects for,
by and with artists from those communities

$0.2m

Fundraising for the Arts
- Staff Placements Fund

Selected arts organisations can apply for funding towards the salary costs of a
fundraising staff placement. Support for organisations based in the Auckland
region and Northland is through a partnership between Creative New Zealand and
Foundation North

$0.05m

$0.1m

Other Programmes

Includes:

$0.5m

$0.35m

$12.9m

$19.8m

2020/21

(1Q only)

McCahon Centenary; Suffrage 125 Fund; New Work to Asia Fund; Arts Pasifika
Awards; Prime Minister’s Award for Literature; Te Waka Toi Awards; Pacific Arts
Fono; Internships; Te Ha ; International Indigenous Artform Exchange; Active
Engagement Programme; Asia Artform Exchange Research Fund; Transition
Fund; Professional Development Grants; Capability Building; Organisational
Development Goals; International Strategic Coaching; International Strategic
Coaching; Digital Strategy Initiative; Diversity Action Coaching; Sponsorship
Development Initiative; International Art Fairs Fund; Transition Funding

Total

Investment in Auckland region

$12.5m
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The charts below show CNZ funding to activities in the Auckland region by outcome area (chart 1) and art form (chart 2) for the financial years 18/19 and 19/20.
Chart 1: CNZ Funding to activities in the Auckland region by strategic outcome area (financial years 18/19 and 19/20) 7

6%

4%

14%

1%

High quality New Zealand art is developed
New Zealand arts gain international success
New Zealand's art sector is resilient

75%

New Zealanders experience high-quality arts
New Zealanders participate in the arts

Three quarters (75%) of CNZ funding to Auckland has been distributed under the outcome area “New Zealand’s art sector is resilient”. This directly reflects the
impact of COVID-19 with the majority of the COVID-19 response grants allocated to this outcome. Some 14% was distributed towards the outcomes that “high
quality New Zealand art is developed”.
Across the CNZ-categorised art forms, music (average = $4m), theatre ($3.5m), multidisciplinary arts ($2.5m) , and dance ($1.7m) activities in the Auckland region
received the most average funding across the 18/19 and 19/20 financial years. Each of these artforms had the largest average grant sizes – suggesting that fewer
larger grants to key organisations may be a factor in this trend.

7

Note that the CNZ outcome area ‘New Zealand arts are valued and supported’ is not delivered to directly through Creative New Zealand’s funding programmes
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Chart 2: CNZ Funding to activities in the Auckland region by art form (financial years 18/19, 19/20 and 20/21 year to date)
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It should be noted that the response to COVID-19 has had an influence on the nature of CNZ funding during the latter part of the 19/20 financial year, with $8.8m of
the total funding distributed to activities in Auckland for COVID-19 relief (Arts Continuity Grants , COVID-19 Emergency Relief Grants and Short-Term Relief for
Investment Clients). In the current financial year 20/21, CNZ’s funding from the Ministry for Culture and Heritage almost tripled to $46.7m (from $16.7m in 19/20).
This one-off budget boost of $25m is part of the Ministry’s new Arts and Culture COVID-19 Recovery Programme (see further below) (MCH, 2020b).

Key funder: Manatū Taonga - Ministry for Culture and Heritage
Manatū Taonga - Ministry for Culture and Heritage (MCH) is the government ministry responsible for Ngā Toi advice, policy, legislation and investment. MCH also
directly delivers a range of initiatives “aimed at enhancing New Zealand's rich and diverse culture and heritage” (MCH, n.d.) and manages a range of web-based
tools and resources. MCH also administers Crown funding. This funding is summarised in the diagram below, and includes funding that is:
●

Distributed by MCH directly through some minor grant funding programmes (mostly in the heritage space) (MCH, 2020a)

●

Administered to Crown entities ($216.1m in 19/20), who distribute all or part of this funding to Ngā Toi organisations, creatives and projects via grant
funding programmes (for more on Crown entities, see next section)

●

Administered annually to key national Ngā Toi organisations to resource their direct activities ($75m in 19/20)

●

Administered to sports and heritage sector organisations, who distribute investment as grant funding and/or use as direct resourcing ($103.3m in 19/20).

Note these figures relate to national funding. Regionally specific data for Auckland was not identifiable as part of this research.
The diagram below provides a summary of this MCH funding landscape. During the financial year 19/20, MCH administered $174m of funding through Crown
entities with a funding administration role (Creative NZ, NZ Music Commission, NZ Film Commission, NZ on Air). This will rise to a budgeted $244m in the financial
year 20/21, as additional funding was made available from central government for the COVID-19 response (MCH, 2020b).
MCH’s direct funding in 2019/20 was made via the Heritage Equip Fund and Regional Culture and Heritage Fund. The Heritage Equip Fund is more focused on
heritage than Ngā Toi; and whilst the Regional Culture and Heritage Fund does not exclude funding to the Auckland region, areas outside of the main NZ centres
are prioritised (MCH, 2020c).
In December 2020, a new Arts and Culture COVID-19 Recovery Programme was announced that will see MCH administer significant new funding streams over the
next two financial years. Some of this funding will be distributed by MCH directly and some will be managed through existing Crown funding agencies. The second
diagram below provides a summary of this new funding (excluding heritage-focused funding) (MCH, 2020d).
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Key funder: Crown entities
The table below provides a summary of Ngā Toi Crown entities that have a grant funding administration role – with the exclusion of Creative New Zealand (detailed
above) and the addition of Te Papa Tongarewa, which has a minor grant funding administration role. All of these Crown entities receive funding from MCH, as well
as from other sources as noted in the table.
The financial information provided refers to the total expenditure by each Crown entity in the financial year 2019/20. It is important to note that this expenditure is
national in scope – i.e., includes investment outside of the Auckland region; and also includes non-funding expenditure (direct activities) as well as granting
expenditure (funding distributed to other persons/entities).

Crown Entity

Key Funding Sources

Key Priorities / Outcomes

Funding Areas / Funds

Level of Investment into
Ngā Toi

NZ Film Commission

● Ministry for Culture and
Heritage

● All New Zealanders can
access and participate in
cultural experiences

● Provide grants, loans and
equity investment

● $60m (2019/20) includes
$30.5m government grant
for the NZ Screen
Production Grants

https://www.nzfilm.co.nz/

● Ministry for Business,
Innovation and
Employment
● Lottery Grants Board
● Income from films, interest
and reserves

● The cultural sector is
supported and growing
sustainably
● New Zealanders share a
distinct and inclusive
identity and value our
history and traditions.
● New Zealand has a strong
public media system that
ensures and informed
democracy

NZ Music Commission
https://nzmusic.org.nz/

● Ministry for Culture and
Heritage

● New Zealand music is part
of the national cultural
conversation

● Types of funding:
○ Development and
Production funding
○ Talent Development
Funding
○ Distribution Funding
○ International
Relations Funding
○ NZ Screen
Production Grants

Support includes:

● $2.5m (2019/20)
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Crown Entity

Key Funding Sources

Key Priorities / Outcomes

Funding Areas / Funds

● Ministry of Education

● New Zealand music can
compete in an evolving
and diverse international
music environment

● Mentoring Programmes in
Schools

● New Zealand music
practitioners have the
resources and tools for
doing better business
● New Zealand music
businesses grow their
opportunities and
successes
NZ on Air
https://www.nzonair.govt.nz/

● Ministry for Culture and
Heritage

● Quality Content: New
Zealand audiences enjoy
well-made local content
that matters
● Diverse Content: New
Zealand audiences value
local content made for a
range of communities

Level of Investment into
Ngā Toi

● Music Awards
● Other funds (e.g., Outward
Sound Make Good Fund,
Regional/National Touring
Fund)
● Individual capability
support

● New Zealand Media Fund

● $147m (2019/20)

● Scripted and Factual
Funding
● Music Funding
● Platform Funding

● Discoverable Content:
New Zealand audiences
can find and appreciate
local content
Te Papa Tongarewa
https://www.tepapa.govt.nz/

● Ministry for Culture and
Heritage

● Fostering an inclusive New
Zealand identity

● Commercial

● Supporting Māori cultural
aspirations

● Donations & sponsorship

● Helping Hands Grants

●

$62.4m (2018/19)

● Travel Subsidy Grant
● Professional Development
Grant
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Crown Entity

Key Funding Sources

Key Priorities / Outcomes

Funding Areas / Funds

Level of Investment into
Ngā Toi

● Front footing
transformative technology
● Improving cultural asset
sustainability
● Measuring and maximising
public value

Investment Map
The diagram below provides a summary of Ngā Toi Specialist funders sized by scale of investment into Ngā Toi. Note that investment figures are national (unless
the funder’s focus is regional such as Auckland Council) and cover the financial year periods 2018/19 or 2019/20 (as indicated).
For some funders, such as the Crown entities, the figure also includes investment in the organisation’s own non-funding activity which could not be specifically
separated out financially.
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4. Sector sources of funding
Sector survey overview
An online sector survey was developed by Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi to understand the ongoing impacts of COVID-19 on Ngā Toi organisations and creatives. This
survey was a follow-up to an initial impact survey completed in April 2020.
As part of this research, a series of additional questions were included in the survey to map the region’s Ngā Toi funding streams from the sector’s perspective, with
a focus on understanding:
●

The sources of funding accessed by the sector; as well as those seen as being most critical

●

Potential alignment between the outcomes being sought by the sector and the outcomes being prioritised/sought by funders.

The survey received a total of 146 responses. Just over half (52%) of those participating in the survey were creative freelancers, contractors or entrepreneurs
(52%). Some 16% were leaders of a creative not-for-profit organisation and 10% were unpaid creatives. A further 8% were leaders of creative organisations for
profit. The remainder were creative individuals working for an organisation (6%) or in other roles (7%).
Most respondents were involved in performing arts (53%). Some 31% were involved in visual arts and 16% involved in literature. A further 12% of respondents were
involved in craft and object art. Pacific arts were identified by 10% of respondents, and Māori arts by 9% of respondents. The remaining 18% described other art
forms which included film, television, music, event management and multiple art forms.

Sector-identified funding sources
Survey respondents were asked to identify their sources of funding - see chart 4 below. Almost two thirds of respondents (63%) are funded by income from
contracting, wages or salaries; whilst over half (55%) are funded by revenue generated from creative work (including sales, tickets and subscriptions). A third of
respondents (32%) are funded by Creative New Zealand, whilst 23% are funded by Auckland Council directly (including Local Board funding) and a further 13% are
funded by Council CCOs.
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The survey gives some indication as to the relative scale of investment into Ngā Toi outside of local government, central government and philanthropy, with 12% of
respondents able to access private funding from donors, and 12% accessing corporate sponsorship. In addition, some 19% of respondents are not funded for the
creative work. In the future, further survey work could be undertaken to map the scale of unpaid work and explore the relative in-kind value of this.

Chart 4: How the Ngā Toi sector is funded for its work (percentage of survey respondents who identified that they access each type of funding source)
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Sector-identified priority funding sources
Survey respondents were asked to identify which of their funding sources is most critical to them. Contracting, wages or salary were most critical to 39% of
respondents and revenue generated through creative works was most critical to 29% of respondents. This data correlates with the fact that over half of the survey
respondents were creative freelancers, contractors or entrepreneurs. Creative New Zealand (11%) and Auckland Council (8%) were the most critical sources of
external funding identified by respondents.

Chart 5: The Ngā Toi sector’s most critical source of funding (percentage of survey respondents who identified each funding source as their most critical)
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5. Outcomes supported by the Ngā Toi investment ecosystem
Organisations participating in this research were asked to identify outcomes that they are seeking to support with their funding. A list of outcome area themes
relevant to the sector was also provided to support organisations in identifying outcomes that their funding is aligned with; particularly those organisations that do
not have clearly identifiable outcomes within their existing strategic/funding frameworks. Further outcomes were identified through desktop research, through e.g.,
reviewing strategic plans, statements of intent or annual reports. The diagram below describes the key investment outcome areas that were identified through this
research.
Some funders identified outcome areas as being interconnected. For example, access and participation in the arts was framed by some funders as being a shortterm outcome that would support wellbeing outcomes in the long-term.
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Employment, income and economic development
This outcome area shows that a number of funders are focused on economic growth and development through Ngā Toi, both nationally and regionally. This
includes a focus on strengthening and growing the creative industries; as well as supporting the skills and career development of creatives to enable more
sustainable income, employment and enterprise.
This outcome area was typically a focus of central government, Council and CCO investors due to its overall economic focus. No philanthropic funders who
participated in research interviews identified this focus area; although desktop research shows that some philanthropic funders do support pathways to employment
and/or community-led enterprise outcomes – without necessarily identifying Ngā Toi as a priority or focus area for this.
The most commonly identified type of outcome within this outcome area was growing and strengthening creative industries. For example:
●

The NZ Film Commission (2019) has an outcome to “sustain and strengthen economic growth for our thriving screen industry”.

●

The NZ Music Commission (2020) has an identified strategic result (outcome) that “New Zealand music businesses grow their opportunities and
successes”; that “New Zealand music practitioners have the resources and tools for doing better business”; and that “New Zealand music can compete in
an evolving and diverse international music environment”.

●

Auckland Council (2015) identifies a goal for Auckland to have “a robust and flourishing creative economy” within its Arts and Culture Action Plan, Toi
Whītiki.

●

The Asia NZ Foundation (n.d.) identifies “supporting local practitioners to grow their understanding of Asia and make industry connections in the region” as
a key focus of its arts programme.

This outcome area was also seen as important from the perspective of creative practitioners /organisations, with the following outcomes being identified as key to
their practice:
●

Personal income (63% of respondents)

●

Personal career development (59%)

●

Strengthening the creative industries (36%).
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Ngā Toi sector capacity and development
This outcome area focuses on strengthening the capacity, capability and sustainability of individual creatives, creative organisations and the Ngā Toi sector at large.
Whilst this was a clearly identifiable investment outcome for Ngā Toi specialist funders, few other funders aligned with this outcome area unless they had a broader
focus on supporting the capability and capacity of funded individuals/organisations. Examples of funders that do align are included below:
●

Under its “activate” strategic pou, Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi (n.d.) identifies a desire to “coinvest in opportunities with potential to strengthen the creative
sector’s capability for impact”.

●

Creative New Zealand (2019) identifies a “stronger arts sector” as key outcome area. This is in part focused on building the “resilience” of the arts sector.

●

Auckland Council (n.d.) has a Regional Arts and Culture Grant: Business Capacity and Development, which is focused on building “the sustainability of
regional arts and culture organisations through the development of: strategic, business and marketing plans; feasibility studies; organisational development;
and digital development activities”.

Sector capacity and development is also a focus of the new Ministry for Culture and Heritage Arts and Culture COVID-19 Recovery Programme funding, with a
$12m fund launched in December 2020 focused on strengthening capability and sustainability across the sector – particularly for Māori and independent
artists/practitioners (MCH, 2020d).
Ngā Toi sector capacity and development was also seen as being somewhat important from the perspective of creative practitioners/organisations, with 35% of
survey respondents identifying professional development for creative practitioners as a key outcome of their work.

Enhanced personal and community wellbeing
Outcomes related to wellbeing were common amongst a wide range of funders – including Ngā Toi specialists, Ngā Toi inclusive and broad funders. Funders
appear to identify wellbeing outcomes in relation to the physical, mental, cultural and spiritual wellbeing of individuals (creatives or participants in creative
experiences) and, more commonly, wider communities (place-based communities or population groups e.g., young people).
Creative practitioners/organisations who participated in the sector survey identified “creative expression/fulfilment” as a specific form of personal wellbeing. This
was the outcome area most commonly selected by survey respondents (74%). In addition:
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●

55% identified enhancing belonging and inclusion through arts engagement as a key outcome area

●

55% identified enhancing wellbeing through creative participation

●

42% identified supporting youth development through arts engagement

●

40% identified supporting connections to cultural identity through the arts.

The most commonly identified wellbeing outcomes identified by funders were enhanced personal and community wellbeing through engagement with Ngā Toi and
belonging and inclusion through engagement with Ngā Toi. Examples are included below:
●

Under its ‘community support’ strategic focus area, Foundation North (n.d.) is seeking to fund “participation in positive activities [that] improves community
wellbeing”, including “activity that leads to… increased skills and creativity”.

●

The Lottery Community Grants (Department of Internal Affairs) support a wide range of sectors and activities, including Ngā Toi. Intended outcomes for this
fund include “community wellbeing”, the promotion of “community or cultural identity” and “people feel that they belong and can take part in their community
(Community Matters, n.d.).

Most government and or Crown entity funders identified some form of enhanced wellbeing as an outcome area. This reflects the Government's general emphasis
on wellbeing, which continues to be enacted through its most recent wellbeing budget (Treasury, 2020).

Access to and participation in Ngā Toi
Many specialist and inclusive funders of Ngā Toi referenced access and participation as key outcome areas, with a primary focus on increasing engagement and
access to Ngā Toi experiences. For example:
●

Auckland Council (2015) has an outcome area focused on “increasing opportunities for Aucklanders to experience and participate in arts and culture” and
“removing barriers to access and participation”.

●

NZ on Air (2020) has an investment goal focused on ensuring “New Zealand audiences can find and appreciate local content”.

Access and participation outcomes are sometimes linked by funders to other outcome areas. For example, Foundation North link access and participation to
strengthening wellbeing, belonging and inclusion; whilst CNZ link access and participation to a wider valuing and support of Ngā Toi.
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Some funders invest in venues and other infrastructure, spaces or facilities (capital and/or operating expenses) to enable increased community access to Ngā Toi.
Most funders tend to favour supporting venues/infrastructure that is multi-sectoral or multi-use. Part of MCH’s new Arts and Culture COVID-19 Recovery
Programme includes additional funding for CNZ’s Emergency Response Package designed to “ensure the retention of critical arts infrastructure, keeping our arts
institutions open and able to retain staff”, supporting continuity of access and participation in Ngā Toi by creatives/audiences/communities (MCH, 2020d).
The sector survey saw 49% of creative practitioners/organisations surveyed identify public engagement with and access to the arts as a key outcome area of their
work; with a further 22% identifying that their work is providing access to arts infrastructure.

Preservation and development of Aotearoa New Zealand’s cultural identity
Specialist and inclusive Ngā Toi funders – particularly central government, local government and Crown entities – were most likely to invest in outcomes that
describe the Ngā Toi as an essential element of Aotearoa New Zealand’s cultural identity. Funders investing in this outcome area do so from several perspectives:
●

To preserve taonga and cultural traditions – e.g., Te Papa Tongarewa (n.d.), which has grants to assist galleries, museums and iwi with initiatives that
contribute to the ongoing preservation of cultural taonga.

●

To strengthen the cultural fabric and identity of Tāmaki Makaurau and/or Aotearoa New Zealand – e.g., the NZ Music Commission (2020), which has a
strategic focus area to make “New Zealand music is part of the national cultural conversation”; Auckland Council (2015), which has seeks to ensure that
“Auckland celebrates a unique cultural identity”; and the NZ Film Commission (2019), which identifies a strategic outcome that “New Zealanders share a
distinct and inclusive identity and value our history and traditions”.

●

To support opportunities for creatives/audiences to connect with their cultural identity and strengthen their cultural wellbeing (as discussed under
wellbeing).

The sector survey saw 24% of creative practitioners/organisations surveyed identify preserving cultural heritage and taonga as a key outcome area of their work.

General community benefit
The broad funders identified in this research – for example gaming trusts – are typically focused on enacting their authorised purpose and have fewer outcomesfocused criteria. This means that they are open to supporting a wide range of initiatives and activities that have some form of community benefit, including Ngā Toi.
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6. Funding gaps and challenges
As part of the informant interviews conducted for this research, funders were asked their perceptions about funding gaps, inequities or challenges in relation to the
Ngā Toi investment ecosystem. Most funders typically identified more niche issues that related directly to their organisation’s own experiences, sector/focus or
areas of interest, which resulted in wide-ranging themes. However, the issues identified below are those that appear more universal across the investment
ecosystem and/or were most commonly identified by interviewees.

Inequity of access to funding – Māori, Moana Oceania and other diverse creative communities
Funders identified a range of issues related to inequity of access to investment for Māori, Moana Oceania (Pacific Peoples) and other diverse creative communities.
Access issues raised included:
●

Prioritisation or general criteria bias towards western art forms over more culturally inclusive Ngā Toi practices

●

Some interviewees perceived that Māori, Pacific, Asian and other diverse creative communities (including e.g. people with disabilities and rainbow
communities) may feel a lack of visibility within funder strategies

●

An appetite for increased community engagement, face-to-face interaction and relationship building by funders with Māori and Pacific creative communities

●

Barriers to funding created by complex written and online application processes, and a lack of language accessibility

●

A lack of follow-up by funders when declining applicants creating barriers to re-application.

“Funding is skewed towards the more traditional art forms and organisations, such as the ballet or orchestra. There is a lack of visibility for Ngā Toi Māori”.
“The demographics of Auckland are changing… Asian artists may not see themselves reflected back in arts funding, strategy or policy, with limited specific funds
across the sector to specifically support and promote Asian artists in NZ.”
“We tend to support tangible projects for minority communities such as a one-off festival, instead of building a more sustainable long-term relationship.”
Some funders – particularly central government and Crown agencies – do have separate strategies relevant to Ngā Toi Māori or Moana Oceania communities that
are supplementary to their overall strategic plan. For example, CNZ’s Investment Strategy has prioritised more diversity and reach to diverse communities; whilst
they also have a specific ‘Te Hā o ngā Toi - Māori Arts Strategy 2019-2024’ and a ‘Pacific Arts Strategy 2018-23’.
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The impact of funders’ strategies to reach Māori, Moana Oceania and other diverse communities may take further time to be reflected in funding distribution
patterns. Increasing equity of access could be further supported by increased community engagement; and by collecting more detailed data about the communities
that are accessing funding and being approved for funding, in order to address gaps.

Funder fragmentation
Whilst outcomes mapping identified areas of shared interest across funders, there is no centralised investment strategy for Ngā Toi regionally or nationally. Funders
are operating independently and with little focus on collaboration or co-investment. For smaller trusts and foundations that do not have capacity to understand and
respond to sector priorities, the lack of investment strategy to align with was identified as a major issue.
A large number of funders (mostly broad funders) do not collect and/or publish detailed data about their funding and there is a lack of transparency about who is
missing out on investment (communities, sectors, art forms). This makes it difficult to identify duplication and, more perhaps importantly, respond to gaps and
inequities at the sector level.
While some funders provided examples of co-funding and a shared intent to work together, there were fewer examples of active collaborations in the sector.
Interviewees did express a genuine desire and willingness to work more collaboratively in the future.

A lack of long-term, sustainable funding
Most funders that are investing in Ngā Toi provide short-term or one-year funding. This is often “one-off” or project-based and applicants need to re-apply year-onyear. There are few funding options that are long-term (multi-year); and fewer still that are non-contestable or use non-competitive funding processes. This can limit
opportunities for emerging artists who do not have a track record and may have more limited fundraising capabilities due to a lack of experience.
Mapping shows that sector development and investment into capacity and capability is the perhaps the least commonly supported outcome area within the Ngā Toi
ecosystem. If available, funding for capability support is typically focused on individual or organisational professional development rather than sector-wide
development and sustainability.
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Appendix 1: Key Informant Interviews
Thank you to representatives of the following organisations for providing data and insights via key informant interviews:
●

The Arts Foundation

●

Asia New Zealand

●

The Chisholm Whitney Family Charitable Trust

●

Creative New Zealand

●

Foundation North

●

Lottery Grants Board

●

Ministry of Pacific Peoples

●

Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei Whai Māia

●

Perpetual Guardian

●

Tindall Foundation – NextGen

●

Te Puni Kōkiri

●

Wallace Arts Trust
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Appendix 2: Full list of identified funders of Ngā Toi operating in the
Auckland region
Funder

Type

Size

Summary

The Arts
Foundation

Ngā Toi
specialist

2019/20 $2.2m Direct expenditure
in the Arts

The Arts Foundation recognise and reward outstanding artists who are having an impact on New Zealand’s society,
with gifts and support from the philanthropic community.
●

Vision: The Arts are recognised as integral to a thriving NZ

●

Purpose: Boost opportunities for artists and amplify their impact

The Arts Foundation support artists through a range of awards; including Laureates, Springboard awards, Icon awards
/Whakamana. They also administer a number of endowed awards (Katherine Mansfield Menton Fellowship). In 2013
the Arts Foundation launched Boosted, New Zealand’s only arts crowdfunding platform. Boosted crowdfunding
campaigns have an 85% success rate, and the platform has raised over $6 million for art projects since its launch.
The
Chartwell
Trust

Ngā Toi
specialist

The
Chisholm
Whitney
Family Trust

Ngā Toi
specialist

2018/19 $286,775
Grants and
donations

The Chartwell Trust was set up in the early 1970s by Robert Gardiner, CNZM, as a charitable trust to realise
Chartwell's vision for wider access to and deeper understanding of creative visual thinking.

2018/19 Annual
Grants $426,400

The Chisholm Whitney Family Charitable Trust is a family Trust. They fund under three key areas - Preservation,
Conservation and Arts.

The Trust’s activities are centred around two major types of activities: the further development of the Chartwell
Collection, principally a collection of contemporary works from New Zealand and Australia; and the development of a
programme of philanthropy including significant donations to visual arts projects which are predominantly within the
public gallery sector.
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Funder

Type

Size

Summary

Creative New
Zealand

Ngā Toi
specialist

2018/19 $48m

Creative New Zealand encourages, promotes and supports the arts in New Zealand for the benefit of all New
Zealanders through funding, capability building, their international programme and advocacy.

Ministry for
Culture &
Heritage

Ngā Toi
specialist

2019/20 $353m

The NZ Film
Commission
- Te Tumu
Whakaata
Taonga

Ngā Toi
specialist

2019/20 - $60m
Total expenditure
(includes $30.5m
government
grant for the NZ
Screen
Production
Grants)

2019/20 $70m

2020/21 $598m

Manatuū Taonga - Ministry for Culture and Heritage (MCH) is the government ministry responsible for Ngā Toi advice,
policy, legislation and investment. MCH also delivers a range of projects “aimed at enhancing New Zealand's rich and
diverse culture and heritage” (MCH, n.d.) and manages a range of web-based tools and resources. MCH also
administers Crown funding.
The NZ Film Commission supports the cultural and economic objectives of the film industry by investing in film
production, marketing NZ film and supporting filmmaker career development.
The NZ Film Commission administers the NZ Screen Production Grants (NZSPG) with funding received from the
Ministry for Culture and Heritage, Ministry for Business, Innovation and Employment, with further resourcing from the
NZ Lottery Grant Board.
Key outcome areas include wellbeing, economic growth, strengthened NZ identity, strengthened and sustainable
cultural sector and access to / participation in cultural experiences.

2018/19 - $70.2
Total expenditure
(includes $38m
NZ Screen
Production
Grants)
The NZ
Music
Commission
– Te Reo
Reka O
Aotearoa

Ngā Toi
specialist

2019 /20 Total
expenditure $2.5m (Grants
approx. $1m)
2018/19 Total
expenditure $2.89m (Grants
approx. $1.1m)

The Vision of the Music Commission is a successful music industry in New Zealand.
The Mission of the Music Commission is to support the growth of the music industry in New Zealand, both culturally and
economically, at home and abroad.
With a focus on regeneration –they aim to deliver a sustained programme working towards building a better and more
resilient environment for NZ artists and NZ music businesses in the future
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Funder

Type

Size

Summary

NZ on AirIrirangi Te
Motu

Ngā Toi
specialist

2019/20 - Total
expenditure
$147m (Total
funding approved
$144m)

NZ on Air are an independent government funding agency delivering quality and diverse New Zealand media. They
have a single aim “Great New Zealand content is valued and enjoyed by many New Zealand audiences”, with three
goals

2018/19 - Total
expenditure
$145m (Total
funding approved
$142m)

●

Quality content – NZ audiences enjoy well-made local content that matters

●

Diverse content – NZ audiences value local content made for a range of communities

●

Discoverable content – NZ audiences can find and appreciate local content

They have four funding streams; Factual, Scripted, Music and Platform funding.

Wallace Arts
Trust

Ngā Toi
specialist

Aim to award
$275,000
annually.

The Wallace Arts Trust was launched in 1992 by its founder Sir James Wallace. It supports the practices of visual
artists, musicians, writers, filmmakers, choreographers, screen artists and theatre practitioners. Through the Wallace
Foundation, they provide over 120 grants each year.

Te Papa
Tongarewa

Ngā Toi
specialist

2019/20 Total
expenditure
$57.9m

Te Papa‘s mission is “To understand the past, enrich the present and meet the challenges of the future”. Its core
function is to maintain the museum through which it aims to educate, ensure access to its collections, conduct and
disseminate research, assist and support other museums.

2018/19 Total
expenditure
$62.4m

It has funds available to support the sector, these include Helping Hands Grants, Travel subsidy grant and a
Professional development grant.

2019/20 $411,676 Total
expenditure
(community
investment
$261,259)

Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi as Auckland’s arts regional trust contributes to the development of the Ngā Toi arts and culture
ecosystem of Tāmaki Makaurau. They are aiming to achieve this by strengthening Auckland’s arts and culture
ecosystem; Tāmaki Makaurau a city alive with creativity.

Te Taumata
Toi-a-iwi

Ngā Toi
specialist

They have four pou - to convene, activate, advocate and disrupt. The key outcomes that they are looking to achieve
are:
●

A thriving and connected creative sector

●

Stronger connections with and between the sectors that support the arts and culture

●

Better policies and practices that support creativity

●

Community wellbeing is nourished through creativity
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Funder

Type

Size

Summary
●

AsiaNZ

Ngā Toi
inclusive

2019/20 Grants
$558,300
(Annual Report)
2018/19 Grants
$655,456
(Annual Report)

Auckland
Council,
Local Boards
and CCOs

Ngā Toi
inclusive

2018/19 approximately
$178m through
Council and
CCOs

Tāmaki Makaurau is known for its creative and cultural identity

The Asia New Zealand Foundation Te Whītau Tūhono is New Zealand’s leading authority on Asia. They provide
experiences and resources to help New Zealanders build their knowledge, skills and confidence to thrive in Asia. The
Foundation is largely funded by government (through Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade) but also rely on
philanthropic and corporate funding.
They have eight programme areas (Arts, Business, Education, Entrepreneurship, Leadership, Media, Research and
Sports) The Arts programme aims to bring Asia into the mainstream of New Zealand arts by inspiring New Zealand arts
professionals to grow their connections and knowledge of Asia. It also supports the presentation of Asian arts in
partnership with New Zealand arts organisations and events. In the Arts Programme they have three funds (Arts
Practitioner Fund, Arts Project Fund and Strategic Arts Partnership Fund) alongside a programme tour and residencies
(these have been impacted by COVID-19)
Auckland Council invests investment is guided by its Arts and Culture Strategic Action Plan, Toi Whītiki, which outlines
key outcome areas that include access and participation; valuing and investing in arts and culture; a vibrant network of
organisations and facilities; place-making through arts and culture; Auckland cultural identity and a flourishing regional
creative economy.
Council investment (operational and capital) is provided through departments Arts, Culture and Events, Public Art, City
Centre Activation, Community Empowerment Unit and Libraries; through grants programmes Regional Arts and Culture
Grants and Local Board Grants; and through investment in major cultural institutions and the Auckland Regional
Amenities Funding Board (managed by CCO Governance and External Partnerships).
Investment is also provided to CCOs Auckland Tourism, Events and Economic Development (ATEED), Regional
Facilities Auckland (RFA) and Panuku Development.

Ministry of
Business,
Innovation
and
Employment

Ngā Toi
inclusive

2019/20 Total
expenditure
$931m (nondepartmental
expenditure grants/third
parties $772m)

The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) helps to grow New Zealand for all to improve the
wellbeing of New Zealanders.
MBIE Goals
●

Productive and sustainable use of resources across New Zealand.

●

People are confident to participate in fair and thriving markets.
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Funder

Type

Size

Summary

Ministry of
Pacific
Peoples

Ngā Toi
inclusive

2019/20 Grants
$6m (included
additional $3m
COVID relief fund)

The Ministry for Pacific Peoples is the principal advisor on policies and interventions that improve outcomes for Pacific
Peoples. They work across four priority areas: Thriving Pacific Languages, Cultures and Identities, Prosperous Pacific
Communities, Resilient and Healthy Pacific Peoples, Confident, Thriving and Resilient Pacific Young People

2018/19 Grants
$3.1m
Next Gen
The Tindall
Foundation –
Next Gen
Fund
Te Puni
Kōkiri

Funds available are for education (funds and scholarships - Prime Minsters Pacific Youth Awards), language retention
and promotion and COVID-19 Community support.

Ngā Toi
inclusive

2019/20 approved
$267,000

The Next Gen fund was established by the Tindall siblings in 2016. NextGen supports creative innovative and
passionate organisations that work with young people through the arts. This falls outside the usual donation areas of
TTF. Next Gen is completely proactive. The fund does not accept applications, rather it seeks organisations that fit
within its area of interest.

Ngā Toi
inclusive

2019/20 Nondepartmental
funding $273m

Te Puni Kōkiri is government’s principal policy advisor on Māori wellbeing and development. Te Puni Kōkiri acts in four
ways to achieve impact: empowering whānau; providing a strategic voice in government decision-making; investing in
community innovation and capability; and monitoring and challenging within the public service.
Funding is provided specifically for Marae (under Oranga Marae) or where it aligns with TPK priorities.

AUT
Scholarships

Broad

Amount and value
varies annually

Scholarships - AUT Faculty of Culture and Society offer scholarships –
●

Research Masters (fees and stipend up to 10k)

●

Postgraduate (fees and stipend up to $5k)

Auckland
University
Scholarships

Broad

Amount and value
varies annually

Range of Scholarships offered from - University of Auckland, e.g. Te Wānanga o Waipapa Honours and Masters
Scholarship for Māori Students up to $5k

Blue Sky
Community
Trust

Broad

Approx. annual
grants $300,000

BlueSky Community Trust Limited is a non-profit company that operates gaming machines to raise funds for the
community.
Most of BlueSky’s gaming venues are located in Auckland, so it gives priority to grant applicants based in Auckland.
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Funder

Type

Size

Summary
BlueSky makes grants for education, community cultural and arts festivals, public amenities, sports facilities, amateur
sport and other charitable and non-commercial purposes that are beneficial to the community.

Department
of Internal
Affairs

Broad

Lottery
Grants Board

2019/20
Community
Facilities
$17.3million
2019/20
Environment and
Heritage
$12.8milion
2019/20 Lottery
Community National
$14.5million Regional Auckland
$12million

●

Te Tahua Hapori Ngā Whakaurunga/ Lottery Community Facilities Providing grants to improve or build
new facilities for communities, and for studies to find out if a community facility is needed and can be
achieved.

●

Te Tahua Taiao Ngā Taonga/ Lottery Environment and Heritage Committee Lottery Environment and
Heritage provides grants for plans, reports and one-off projects that will protect, conserve and promote New
Zealand’s natural, cultural and physical heritage.

Te Tahua Whakatinana Papakāinga/ Lottery Community Grants that help improve the quality of people’s lives in
their communities.

Dragon
Community
Trust Ltd

Broad

2018/19 grants of
$3.9m

Dragon Community Trust Limited is a non-profit company that operates gaming machines across the country to raise
funds for the community. Dragon was set up to support the local community where the funds are generated and give
priority funding to Asian organisations within the local community, in particular to the young and elderly members of the
Asian community.

Foundation
North

Broad

2019/20 Grants of
$46.6m awarded

Foundation North holds in trust for the Auckland and Northland communities an endowment, or putea, of over a billion
dollars. This comes from the sale of the community’s shares in what was previously the Auckland Savings Bank. That
endowment allows FN to make grants each year to not-for-profit groups in Auckland and Northland. They fund across
four focus areas: ●

Hāpai te ōritetanga | Increased Equity

●

Whakauru mai | Social Inclusion

●

Whakahou taiao | Regenerative Environment

●

Hāpori awhina | Community Support
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Funder

Type

Size

Summary

Fulbright
New Zealand

Ngā Toi
inclusive

2019/20 Grants
$2.4m

Fulbright New Zealand offers a range of exchange awards for New Zealanders and Americans wanting to study,
research, teach or present their work in each other’s country.

2018/19 Grants
$1.2m
Grassroots
Trust Central

Broad

2019/20 Grants
$19.8m

Grassroots Trust is dedicated to providing local funding to local communities, through distributing grant funding from the
proceeds of licensed gaming machines.

Kate Edgar
Educational
Charitable
Trust

Ngā Toi
inclusive

2019/20 Grants
and donations
$408,996

The Kate Edger Educational Charitable Trust is a Charitable Trust (KEECT) whose main purpose is to help others
achieve in furthering their education, through the provision of scholarships, financial and other assistance. The main
purpose of the Trust is to provide funds for the promotion, advancement and encouragement amongst women of
education, whether it be in the spheres of research and professional activities or artistic and creative activities.

The Lion
Foundation

Broad

2019/20 Grants
and donations
$560,394

Mt
Wellington
Foundation

Broad

Whai Māia

Broad

2019/20 Grants
distribution of
$38.2m

The Lion Foundation is a Charitable Trust that has been in operation since 1988. They have returned over $850 million
back to the community, from the operation of gaming machines.

2019/20 Grants
distribution of
$1.7m

Mt Wellington Trust are a Charitable Society located in Mt Wellington who distributes funds to the local community from
the proceeds of gaming machines operated in two venues in Panmure, East Auckland.

2019/20 Grants &
Programmes $4.2million

Funds are available for any charitable, philanthropic or cultural purpose that benefits the local community.

The Foundation supports a cross section of non-profit community groups, charities, welfare agencies, educational
organisations and amateur sporting organisations.
Ngāti Whātua Orākei Trust Board is to receive, administer, manage, protect and govern the Trust’s assets to ensure the
cultural, commercial and social development of Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei for the benefit of its Members.
Whai Māia Limited is a charitable entity and is responsible for the social and cultural development of our people with a
sharp focus on whānau outcomes and manage a large number of programmes covering areas such as health,
education, small business, employment.
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Funder

Type

Size

Summary

One
Foundation

Broad

2019 Annual
grants $13.5m

One Foundation (formerly First Sovereign Trust Limited) was established in 2004 to distribute grant funding from the
proceeds of licensed gaming machines.
One Foundation fund across Arts, Community and Culture, Education, Health & Welfare and Sport

Perpetual
Guardian

Broad

Distribute over
$40million annually

PG are a provider of philanthropic services. They have over 500 charitable entities under management, distributing in
excess of $40 million into the community on behalf of donors each year.
In 2015 they launched the Perpetual Guardian Foundation – where clients can either contribute to an existing Legacy
Fund or establish their own Legacy Fund (recommended minimum of $50,000)

Pelorus Trust

Broad

2018/19 Grants
distribution of
$7.8m

The Pelorus Trust is a charitable trust based in Lower Hutt which raises funds for charitable, philanthropic and sporting
purposes through the operation of gaming machines. They are a mid-sized gaming trust operating machines from
hotels and taverns between Far North District and Nelson/Marlborough.
The Trust maintains an open and equitable funding regime that enables non-profit organisations such as sports clubs,
cultural groups, and community-based societies or trusts to apply for funds through a transparent and efficient
application process.

Pub Charity

Broad

2019/20 Grants of
$24m

Pub Charity Limited distributes donations to worthy community organisations all over New Zealand through the funds
raised in gaming machines hosted in our member hotels and taverns.
Support a large number of organisations from across the spectrum – community groups, health, sport, education,
emergency services, environment, culture – all receive equal consideration.

Rotary

Broad

There are approx.
40 individual rotary
clubs in the
Auckland Region,
each provide
funding and grants
to their local
communities

Rotary is a global network of 1.2 million neighbours, friends, leaders, and problem-solvers who see a world where
people unite and take action to create lasting change – across the globe, in our communities, and in ourselves.
Mission- To provide service to others, promote integrity, and advance world understanding, goodwill, and peace
through our fellowship of business, professional, and community leaders.
Vision - Together, we see a world where people unite and take action to create lasting change — across the globe, in
our communities, and in ourselves.
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Funder

Type

Size

Summary

SkyCity
Auckland
Community
Trust

Broad

2019/20
Committed grants
$999,618

SkyCity Auckland Community Trust contribute to the local community by supporting many worthy organisations – both
large and small – through grants

Trillian Trust

Broad

The Trusts

Broad

2019-/20 $3.2
million

The Trusts is made up of the Portage Licensing Trust (PLT) and Waitakere Licensing Trust (WLT) which have been
given a mandate by community vote to sell alcohol through licenced retail stores and hospitality venues. Through their
network of stores and venues, as well as their long-term investment portfolio, they are able to give the surplus profits to
community organisations in West Auckland.

The Trusts
Community
Foundation

Broad

2019/20 Grants
$11m distributed
(Environment,
Heritage & Arts –
12%)

The Trusts Community Foundation was established in June 2010. They provide funding for Community groups,
charities and Clubs across four main categories: Community Wellbeing, Education, Environment, Heritage & Arts and
Sport & Recreation.

Trillian Trust was formed to provide support to other New Zealand based charitable and not-for-profit organisations
through grants that benefit the local community. This is achieved through distributing grant funding from the proceeds of
licensed gaming machines. They aim to provide funding to youth-based community organisations and rescue services.
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